Thursday, April 30: 8am-12pm

- Pre-Summit Courses
  1. VPS Analytics & myReports: The Basics
  2. VPS Analytics & myReports: Advanced
     (*Taking both sessions, A & B, is advised*)
  3. VPS Core Curriculum
  4. PICU Quality Improvement Basics

*Refer to the Pre-Summit Course descriptions for more detail.
Additional fee applies, class size is limited.

Thursday, April 30: 2pm-6pm

- Hot Topics in Clinical Data Entry
- Using VPS Comparative Reports for QI in Your Unit
- Creating a High-Quality Team
- Assuring Quality While Streamlining VPS Data Collection
- VPS Application Updates
- ICD-10: Understanding the Spirit of the Code

Networking Reception sponsored by Registry Partners
Friday, May 1: 7am-5pm

- Networking Breakfast
- **KEYNOTE**: “Change the Culture, Change the Outcome: Using Data to Drive Change”
  Kathleen Chavanu Gorman, MSN, RN, FAAN
  EVP, Patient Care Services and Chief Operating Officer
  Children’s National Health System
- Definition Consistency: The Pursuit of Quality
- Panel Discussion: VPS Quality Council
- Beyond Data Collection: Expanded Roles of the VPS Team
- Submission Ready: Quality Checks Before Clicking Submit
- Poster Presentations
- Networking Lunch
- Identifying and Planning the QI Process
- The Basics, Control Charts and Other QI Tools
- Quality Indicators in the PICU
- VPS University- Informing Key Stakeholders
- Highlights of Site Level PICU Quality Improvement Using VPS Data

Special Networking Event – Dinner Cruise through Marina Del Rey
Saturday, May 2: 7am-5pm

- Networking Breakfast
- Panel Discussion: Quality Work with VPS Modules and Tools
  - Specific topics include Heatmap, Star System, Neuro Critical Care, VPS Cardiac, Nutrition Module and Discharge Delay
- KEYNOTE SPEAKER: TBA
- Quality Improvement at the Unit Level
- New Topics in Quality
- VPS Research Overview
- Patient Safety: Is There Hope for the Future?
- Networking Lunch (breakout for EPIC users)
- PICU Advisory Group: Moving the Bar
- Panel Discussion: Quality Collaboratives
  - What are they doing in California, Wisconsin, Kaiser Permanente and Canada?
- Analytic Updates

Networking Reception

Sunday, May 3: 7am

- California PICU Quality Care Collaborative